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Following are two spreadsheets summarizing all public comments received through 
September 14, 2007. Each spreadsheet describes the issue or concern, the number of 
respondents making similar comments and the department’s response. 



                                         Draft Summer Lake Wildlife Area Management Plan Public Comments

Issue or Comment Count Department Response

Questions regarding the source of the wildlife area's funding 
and wondering if the department is able to manage the area 
with funding decreases. Concern about decreasing duck 
stamps hunting licenses and how much leverage the 
department has financially to make changes.

4

The wildlife area manager explained that funding comes 
from USFWS via the Pittman-Robertson Act as well as 
hunting and fishing license fees. SLWA is getting more 
attention and more equipment for habitat activities but the 
department is aware of decreasing federal funds and is 
exploring other funding sources.

Other attendee comment- All users should pay a fee, not just 
hunters. However, one attendee is not happy with process of 
waiting in line to pay.

3

The department is working to determine how to involve all 
users rather than just relying on hunter fees. The wildlife 
area manager pointed out that Strategy 5 (under Obj 3.2) 
was developed to get a better idea of the number of non-
hunter use.

Question asking what potential impacts to hunters will be 
occurring in October. Questions about Bullgate Dike habitat 
restoration work.

3

Wildlife area manager described current habitat 
management activities that will be taking place through 
December, especially in Link Marsh and Bullgate Dike 
management units.

Other attendee question- How many hunters now hunt 
during season?  

2 Wildlife area manager response - Approx. 5,800 hunters 
(average over past few years), down from 1990s but nearly 
the same as 20 years ago in the 1980s.

Question of whether the department is considering livestock 
grazing on the area. Another question regarding grazing, 
grass cutting along Ana River and amount of money brought 
to the area.

2

Wildlife area manager explained that livestock grazing is 
used as a management tool with more grazing occurring 
after hunting season.  Current grazing and grass cutting 
practices will continue; no money coming to the area rather 
this is a service provided by the farmers who also benefit.

1



Question about how often each habitat management unit 
(HMU) is managed annually.

1

Rotation of HMUs is set up due to need and desire; 
respondent was directed to Appendix G for detailed HMU 
management explanation. Wildlife area manager gave 
examples of strategies or on-the-ground activities to meet 
objectives.

Question about how the wildlife area will monitor non-
consumptive uses. 1 Wildlife area manager suggested perhaps a daily permit or 

registration process.

Question regarding how much time and effort went into 
preparing this draft plan.

1
Wildlife area manager explained that a lot of department 
staff plus outside consultants (Oregon State University) 
helped develop this draft.

Question regarding how enforcement will be handled.
1

Wildlife area manager explained that the department works 
with Oregon State Police on an annual basis to prioritize law 
enforcement activities. 

Comment that unethical shooting seems to be a recurring 
theme at SLWA and the respondent supports law 
enforcement efforts to improve hunter behavior such as 
walking over other hunters' areas and decoys.

1

Wildlife area manager explained that hunter ethics and 
behavior causes complaints from both hunters and non-
hunters alike especially from waste and crippling. The 
department prefers a voluntary or collaborative approach 
rather than an enforcement hammer to deal with behavior.

Question about whether the department has thought about 
fees on the area?

1

There may have been discussions but no definite fees yet. 
However, we need to broaden the fee base since hunters 
and anglers are footing the bill for management activities. 
Watershed district manager described Washington state's 
fee system with a sticker on a vehicle. Sauvie Island Wildlife 
Area currently has a parking fee. 

Comment that the wildlife area tries to improve business 
opportunities for the local economy.

1

Question wondering if the department can get any prisoners 
to come in to do work?

1

Wildlife area manager stated that potentially the department 
could use a low security prisoner force for a labor intensive 
project. However volunteers from hunting and school groups 
are used now.  

2



Question about whether ranchers have any trouble with the 
draft plan?

1

Wildlife area manager stated that the area ranchers have no 
issue as grazing is mentioned a lot in the plan. The 
department has grazing permittees working on the area 
which will continue. Grazing is used as a tool to keep brush 
back. Some areas are purposely grazed hard so that ducks 
are not attracted to nesting areas that we know will get 
flooded out during irrigation season. Timing and amounts of 
grazing are the key factors for ranchers. 

Question about snow geese not visiting SLWA.

1

Wildlife area manager explained the many factors for this 
such as snow geese staying up north due to Washington 
state improving its wetland conditions. Effective 
conservation and habitat management throughout the 
Pacific Flyway have had impacts on migratory bird use 
which has been good for ducks and geese but not for 
keeping geese on SLWA. California also has changed its 
rice growing and field burning activities which have changed 
waterfowl behavior. Lastly, waterfowl behavior may be 
impacted by recent climate changes.

Question about the pheasant population.

1

Wildlife area manager explained that it was a strategy to 
expand the population by improving upland habitat and 
possibly translocate pheasants (Strategy 12 under Obj. 3.1). 
Winter survival may be a problem so more trees and shrub 
plantings will be needed. 

Does SLWA have more pheasant now?
1 The wildlife area does not have good counts of pheasant. 

Monitoring pheasant is a strategy in the draft plan. 

3



Comment on how to get information to the public about 
impacts to hunting due to management activities.

The department puts advanced notification regarding 
specific wildlife areas in the annual Game Bird Regulations. 
Weekly department recreation reports also describe 
impacts. The department informs outdoor writers and the 
media to get out information. Hunting maps, available at the 
SLWA headquarters, also clearly show where hunting may 
be impacted. This is stated in Strategy 2 (under Obj. 3.2) in 
the draft plan.

Can the department explain how we came up with the 
specific acreage amount for each objective? A reflection of 
the acreages the area has now?

1 The acreage amounts are based on 2003 aerial 
photos/imagery.

Curious about 15%-35% range in Obj. 1.9.  It is a big range? 
What conditions cause us to go to 15% or 35%?

1
Relates to our management capabilities, some HMU’s may 
need to be dried out and will be out of hunting/production.  
We want to provide quality sanctuary.  There may be an ebb 
and flow of amounts of or size of sanctuaries.

Not sure why wildlife viewing objective has to be compatible 
with hunting?

1
Watershed district manager gave an example: some wildlife 
viewing access roads are closed during hunting season. 
Wildlife area manager explained that use is segregated; 
viewing demand is not great during hunting season. 

Is this plan consistent with the Oregon Comprehensive 
Conservation Strategy (OCS)?

1 Yes, the department will be adding more references and 
links to the OCS in the final draft plan.

In thumbing through draft, he did not see a relation or link 
back to specific species?  For example, he did not see where 
snow geese are mentioned.  He sees groups rather than 
individual species.

1 Wildlife area manager response- Pointed out that species 
are discussed in rationale sections. Watershed District 
manager response – Species also described in Appendix G.

4



Acreage figures represent what is there today.  He wants to 
see what was there historically, especially as direction is to 
replicate historic conditions.  He likes the shift from 
population objectives to habitat objectives, but believes there 
should be a balance of populations/numbers and habitat.

1

Wildlife area manager response – There isn’t any historical 
information.  The Area has been irreversibly altered since 
white settlement prior to 1944.  Climatic changes seem to 
have occurred as well.  Evaporation and temperatures are 
increasing or peaking at different times. Watershed District 
manager response– Speculates that the current dike 
structure is allowing for more wetland habitat than may have 
existed pre-white settlement.

Regarding hunter behavior; wondering what other 
strategies/actions to address hunter education and behavior.

1

Wildlife area manager response – See strategies for 
education (Obj. 3.1, Strat.4,6,8,9).  We may seek a 
regulatory approach such as revocation of daily hunting 
permits (Strat. 5).

5



Maybe regulate shooting off dikes or limiting numbers of 
hunters.

1

Wildlife area manager response- Would need advance 
notification to hunter regarding management actions.  Hard 
to balance annual demands of hunting with impacts to and 
needs for effective habitat management and 
resource/production outputs.  The draft plan does not list out 
specific behavior problems or ethics.

Suggests adding something about other methods to address 
shooting off dikes, etc.

1

Wouldn’t regulatory changes be more global ODFW-wide 
than just SLWA specific? 1 Wildlife area manager response- Yes, these issues are not 

unique to Summer Lake.

As he has discussed with Marty in the past; Is the 7 day per 
week hunting having any impacts on resources?  Do we see 
changes in bird use?  Where is dialog in the plan regarding 
this issue.  Considering limiting numbers?

1
Wildlife area manager – Anecdotal observations, no data 
collected because of so many variables both on and off 
SLWA plus other conditions or effects.  It is difficult to tease 
out why birds react or use units differently as they do now.  

Other attendee comment- Limiting numbers or drawing not 
well received by hunters.  Hunters may quit and funding may 
be lost.

1

Do we think hunting program is impacting snow goose 
use/populations on SLWA?

1

Wildlife area manager and watershed district manager 
responses - Don’t think hunting is the sole cause.  There is 
discussion in the draft plan regarding other impacts outside 
of SLWA’s conditions/actions and habitat as well as the 
situation in other locations.

Is charging a fee to hunt an option?
1

Watershed district manager response - Legislature would 
have to get involved, plus additional staff would be 
necessary to collect the fee which may not be worth it.  

6



Issue or Comment Count Department Response
Both written and verbal comments were received suggesting
banning or severely limiting ATV use on the area, concerns
about fire danger, damage to natural resources, impacts to
wildlife (such as turkey roosts, elk calving) and trash.

19

The department wants to work with all the user groups to
develop appropriate ATV rules to lessen impacts. Strategies
(under Obj. 3.2) in the draft management plan address ATV
use, mainly through road closures, signage and educational
literature.  

Question regarding what the regulations are for ATV use on
the WRWA, resource destruction and enforcement

2

Wildlife area manager explained that ATVs must stay on main
roads and green-dot roads, otherwise not allowed. The problem 
is that there is not enough enforcement; not enough Oregon
State Police (OSP) officers or WRWA staff to cover the entire
area. Because there are no license plates on ATVs it is difficult
to absolutely identify riders. Wildlife area manager suggested
that visitors police themselves and use the TIP program to alert
OSP of activities which are destroying natural resources. The
manager pointed out that ATVs increase fire danger, riding at
night impacts wildlife, and there is significant destruction of
vegetation from off-road riding. 

Correspondent felt that ATVs should be registered, have a
license plate, insurance and a driver age requirement,
especially since he has seen little kids riding adult sized
ATVs with no adult supervision or helmet. He suggested that
registration fees be used to repair the damage to federal
state and private lands that has been done.

1

The District wildlife biologist stated that he has submitted
comments to the USFS stating potential conflicts and impacts
to the WRWA.

One written comment supported ATV access to WRWA, and
through it to the National Forest and wanted access opened
to Smock Reservoir. 1

At the current time, ATVs are allowed on those main roads
which are open year around and seasonal roads as part of the
green dot road system. All other roads are closed to protect
natural resources and citations can be given for violations. 

                                Draft White River Wildlife Area Management Plan Public Comments

1



Attendee felt that fines given to people tearing up the area
with ATVs, Jeeps and other four wheelers are not large
enough. He suggests the fine should be the value of the
mechanized vehicle used to damage property. He suggests
that hunting only occur on foot since he has had his stalk
ruined by ATVs. A correspondent also suggested very high
fine amounts as well as charging an annual ATV user fee.

2

WRWA manager suggested using the TIP program to alert
OSP of natural resource destruction activities. An attending
OSP officer discussed that currently fines for criminal mischief
(B violation) are about $242. Fines depend on the amount of
damage. The officer urged attendees to take pictures, follow
riders back to their campsites, contact OSP or WRWA staff.  

A suggestion was given by an attendee to put potential fine
amounts on road signs.

1

The wildlife area manger pointed out that fine amounts change
so printed signs may become obsolete quickly. Signs are often
torn down or shot up. Riders claim not to see signs. The
manager urged attendees to submit suggestions to both the
department and OSP to deal with inappropriate behavior on the
wildlife area by ATV riders, horseback riders and other visitors. 

Question was asked if it is known how OHV use impacts
wildlife or is damage just focused on the land. 

1

The wildlife area manager stated that there are visible
behavioral changes in animals which is particularly harmful
during harsh winters which is why roads are closed.

Question regarding where ATV riders are coming from
1

WRWA manager estimated, through personal contact with ATV
riders, that approximately 50% are from the Portland/Metro
area and 50% are local residents.

Question regarding whether the Department has thought of
using cameras for enforcement. 2

OSP has offered the department the use of a camera;
however, WRWA staff first need assistance from OSP in
proper placement and use of this expensive equipment.  

2



Attendees suggested that WRWA staff and the Department
stay in contact with USFS to protect WRWA resources from
ATV use.  

2

District wildlife biologist is working with USFS but since they
have to accommodate multiple uses, they need to put ATVs
somewhere. There needs to be a distinction between winter
and summer use as snowmobilers can impact winter range and
ATVs can impact calving and fawning. He has submitted
comments on their off-highway vehicle (OHV) plan.

Question regarding letting people camp at Chimney Rock
Area 1

The department lets people camp there but there are no
designated camp sites or facilities. There may be emergency
closures depending on big game health and condition

Comment that shed antler collection has been best after
some forced road closures in the past 1

Wildlife area manager stated that closures limit constant horn
collection since people have to make the effort to walk in.

Correspondent supports shed antler collection on the area
and supports seasonal restriction based on weather
conditions and impacts to wildlife. Correspondent also
supports logging to create more opening and more diverse
habitat.

1

The department also agrees with limiting access for this activity
when wildlife welfare and weather conditions warrant.

Correspondent did not support shed antler collecting, stating
that antlers were an important source of calcium for squirrels. 1

An attendee commented that he didn't see anything about
antelope in the draft plan. A correspondent wanted to see
more antelope and turkey planted on the area. 2

Wildlife area manager explained that antelope were planted on
the area in 1987-1988 and that Postage Stamp Butte is great
habitat. However there has been declining numbers due to
hard winters, old age and predation. 

Question regarding whether White River Canyon is a good
area for bighorn sheep. 2

The concern is disease transmission with domestic sheep so
the department has not transplanted bighorn.

Question about more plantings especially on Postage Stamp
Butte and their cost.

1

The department has used $8,000 to plant two large fields but
there are currently no plans to do more. The wildlife area
manager will review the old planting plan with acreages and
timelines.

3



Question regarding how grazing allotments are handled
especially finding cattle where they shouldn't be.

1

The wildlife area manager pointed out that gates are being left
open by horseback riders and ATV users. Solid stock fencing is
being built little by little and electric tape fencing is being
phased out. Stock fencing is being paid for by the grazers. 

Comment that fire protection around several communities is
a big issue. 1

Thinning and prescribed burns are taking place on the area
and the wildlife area manager is trying to keep the same level
of grazing as previous years.

Question about whether there are any plans to increase
grazing allotments. 1

The wildlife area manager has dropped some allotments
depending on habitat conditions but added a few others. In
general there is some increase in allotments and AUMs. 

Question about increasing elk numbers and whether cattle
grazing will affect them.

1

Grazing is designed to improve vegetation quality and quantity
for wintering deer and elk. The wildlife area manager contacts
grazers annually to make sure they rotate cattle, maintain
appropriate stubble height and focus grazing on irrigated
pastures for fertilizer, in order to minimize impacts to elk.  

Question about juniper becoming invasive.
1

The wildlife area manager pointed out that juniper are
becoming invasive and that they are currently cut out of
irrigated pastures.

4



Comment and follow-up correspondence that diseases and
invasive species aren't discussed more in the plan,
especially regarding hair loss syndrome and exotic lice.
Attendee wanted to see hair loss syndrome addressed as an
objective in the plan and more public discussion about cattle
and/or sheep possibly being vectors of exotic lice. Follow-up
letter suggested contacting other state wildlife agencies,
USDA and others to start a plan to deal with hair loss
syndrome. Suggested shutting down WRWA to all grazing
and perhaps shutting down Mt. Hood National Forest to
grazing.

1

According to the department's veterinarian, the condition seen
in black-tailed deer this spring was barbering, not hair loss
syndrome. The exotic lice responsible for hair-loss syndrome
are not found on domestic livestock. The wildlife area manager
stated that no exotic lice were found in samples taken from the
WRWA this year. The wildlife area manager pointed out that
this management plan is focused on habitat and that big game
diseases were the responsibility of the district wildlife biologist
in The Dalles. Cattle grazing on the National Forest is the
responsibility of the USFS. Cattle grazing is used as a habitat
management tool on the WRWA. A ban or quarantine of
grazing is a serious decision which must be supported by
strong evidence of infection. Such evidence has not been
found in annual sampling results.   

Comment from an attendee that shed antler collection should
not be allowed during hard winters and that people should
respect the wildlife. Attendee also asked about the current
value of sheds and whether people were collecting
commercially.

2

The wildlife area manager discussed the seasonal road
closures as the main tool to minimize impacts to wildlife in the
winter. Currently sheds are approximately $16/pound and there
are commercial collectors.

Comment from an attendee who felt that horn collecting
might keep deer away from feed sites and cause starvation.
Attendee also asked when horn hunters were allowed on the
area.

1

The wildlife area manager stated that WRWA staff do not pick
up shed antlers anywhere on the area except at feed sites.
This is to minimize harassment of wildlife congregating at feed
sites. Horn hunting is allowed at anytime if people are walking
but is limited to seasonal road closures if driving. 

An attendee asked why the department doesn't just close
down Smock Reservoir. 1

Wildlife area manager explained that staff do close it down:
locking gates, putting up signs. It is an ongoing problem with
people still driving to it, destroying signs and cutting gates. 

Question was asked about the department's access to an
airplane for monitoring. 1

The wildlife area manager stated that the department is trying
to increase aerial surveys especially during holiday weekends
to monitor use.

5



Attendee asked for an explanation of water rights.

1

The wildlife area manager explained that water rights are given
by priority dates, with oldest getting the water first. The
department has water rights for its irrigated pastures, belongs
to four ditch companies and is allotted 51% of the available
water from each ditch.

Attendee asked why deer numbers are going down.
1

The wildlife area manager listed loss of habitat, predation,
diseases and poaching as factors for decreasing numbers.

Question asking if the department has thought of extending
road closures through May. 1

Wildlife area manager is already doing this as conditions
dictate, depending on road conditions.

Question wondering what is the number of increase or
decrease of deer and elk since ATV use started on the area. 1

Wildlife area manager stated that the department has no
numbers but that ATVs definitely push deer and elk out of an
area.

Questions about the WRWA elk feeding program and how
many elk are on the area and the elk hunt program.

1

Wildlife area manager described the program which consists of
5 feed sites and a capability of feeding 2,000 elk although staff
aren't feeding that many now. District wildlife biologist
described elk movements onto private land and that
management objective on WRWA is 1,000 elk. There are 40
tags in all of the White River unit and a later cow season north
of Friend road.   

Question about who to contact about the Hunter Ed.
Program 1

District wildlife biologist answered that there is a hunter
education program in The Dalles and to contact the local Parks
and Rec. office.

Correspondent commented that WRWA staff and
management have always come through to grant permission
for archery outdoor events. Correspondent noted that ATVs
were useful in moving 3-D targets around Happy Ridge on
existing access road but is supportive of any OHV/ATV rules
or limits necessary for the greater good of the area. 

1

6



Correspondent suggested stopping all shooting except for
big game hunting (or organized shoots, by permit) or a
general season. Correspondent commented that hunters
from The Dalles and surrounding areas will not hunt the
WRWA because it is not safe with bullets flying mostly on
weekends from April to November and hunters will not see
any small animals except a woodpecker or two. 

1

Because of the large land base of the wildlife area and the
limited number of WRWA staff and OSP officers, enforcement
of shooting regulations is difficult. However, complaints from
the public along with writing down license plate numbers would
help officers contact and educate individuals about safe
shooting behavior.    

Correspondent stated that range cattle were getting into food
plots and made several suggestions for ranchers: ranchers
should water cattle, not walk them into stock ponds, should
check location of cattle weekly, should check fences.
Correspondent also suggested raising grazing fees to cover
crop damage. 

1

Currently the WRWA manager discusses the management of
cattle by ranchers per their grazing permits. Identifying the
cattle which cause crop damage and citing the responsible
rancher is a more desirable option than raising grazing fees
across the board. 

Correspondent stated that there is an ongoing deer poaching
problem on the area especially in winter and early spring,
probably not related to ATVs but not sure.

1
The department urges anyone witnessing poaching to call the
TIP number or contact the OSP or WRWA staff, with a vehicle
license number and/or location of the activity.  

Correspondent suggested the department follow Montana's
example with roadless areas by setting times that you are
allowed to use your truck or ATV to retrieve hunted animals
and that you cannot have a gun on you.

1

The department has developed hunting and ATV regulations
which are described on pgs. 16 and 31 of 2007 Big Game
Regulations which support this correspondent's suggestion.

Correspondents suggested that the department wait for the
decision by the USFS on the Rock Creek OHV proposed
action (a USFS map was included) and they are concerned
that habitat and streams will be destroyed, forcing wildlife out
of the area, due to weather conditions and so many areas
open to motorcycle riders. The correspondents are worried
that more riders will come to the wildlife area and that the
department will probably need more winter feeding stations
due to loss of winter habitat. 

1

This decision by the USFS is outside the scope of this draft
plan. However, the District Wildlife biologist has submitted
comments to the USFS, stating potential conflicts and impacts
to wildlife, habitat and public use of the WRWA, due to this
proposed action and is waiting for the USFS response. 

7



Correspondent suggested developing designated entry
points, having parking permits and not improving parking
areas to keep the wilderness experience. He also suggested
dropping the number of tags sold to hunt each unit as
hunting has gotten too excessive. 1

Because many of the roads through the wildlife area are public
access ways to reach USFS lands, limiting entry points may not
be feasible. The number of tags sold is determined on an
annual basis by the results of herd composition surveys, hunter
success surveys and assessing habitat conditions to determine
management objectives. Quality of the hunting experience is
also considered but is a subjective determination. 

8
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